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Abstract  
Let G be a graph, and let k>~l be an integer. Let U be a subset of V(G), and let F be 
a spanning subgraph of G such that degF(x)=k for all xE V(G) - U. If degr(x)~>k for all 
xE U, then F is called an upper semi-k-regular factor with defect set U, and if degF(x)~<k for 
all x E U, then F is called a lower semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. 
We show that ifklV(G)] is even, [V(G)I ~>k+2, and for any subset U of cardinality k+2 of 
V(G), G has an upper semi-k-regular factor with defect set U, then G has a k-factor. We also 
show that if k is even, IV(G)[ ~>2k + 4, and for any subset U of cardinality k + 3 of V(G), G 
has an upper semi-k-regular factor with defect set U, then G has a k-factor. Further, we show 
that if k[ V(G)I is even, I V(G)I >~k +4, and for any subset U of cardinality 3 of V(G), G has a 
lower semi-k-regular factor with defect set U, then G has a k-factor. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved 
1. I n t roduct ion  
In this paper, we consider only finite undirected graphs without loops or multiple 
edges. Let G be a graph. We denote by V(G) and E(G) the set of  vertices and the 
set of  edges of G, respectively. For disjoint subsets A and B of  V(G), we let E(A,B) 
denote the set of  edges joining A and B, and let e(A,B) denote the cardinality of 
E(A,B). A vertex x is often identified with {x}, e.g., when x ~ B, we write E(x, B) for 
E({x},B). For xE V(G), we denote by deg6(x) the degree of x in G, and by NG(X) 
the set of vertices adjacent o x in G; thus, degG(x ) = INc(x)l. 
Let g, f  be integer-valued functions defined on V(G) such that g(x)<~f(x) for 
all xE V(G). A spanning subgraph F of G such that g(x)<~degF(x)<~f(x ) for all 
xE V(G) is called a (g , f ) - factor  of G. Let k~>l be an integer. If  f (x )=g(x)=k for 
all xE V(G), a (g , f ) - factor  is called a k-regular factor or a k-factor. Now, assume 
[V(G)I>~k + 1, and let U be a subset of V(G). First, assume that g(x)=k for all 
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xC V(G), f (x )=k  for all xE V(G) -  U, and f (x )= IV(G)[ -  1 for all xEU.  In this 
case, a (g, f)-factor is called an upper semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. Thus, 
an upper semi-k-regular factor with defect set U is a spanning subgraph F such that 
degF(X)=k for all xE V(G) -  U and degF(x)>>.k for all xEU. Next, assume that 
9(x)=0 for all xcU,  9(x)=k for all x~V(G) -  U, and f (x )=k  for all xEV(G).  
In this case, a (g,f)-factor is called a lower semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. 
Thus, a lower semi-k-regular factor with defect set U is a spanning subgraph F such 
that degF(X)=k for all xc  V(G) -  U and degF(x)<~k for all xC U. 
Kaneko [1] has made the following conjecture (note that a connected 2-factor is 
nothing but a Hamilton cycle): 
Conjecture A. Let G be a graph with IV(G)[/>4, and suppose that for each xC V(G), 
G has a connected upper semi-2-regular factor with defect set {x}. Then G has a 
connected 2-factor. 
It is easy to see that the statement of Conjecture A becomes true if we drop the 
condition of connectedness in both the assumption and the conclusion. That is to say, 
the following propositon can easily be verified: 
Proposition B. Let G be a graph with [ V(G)I/>4, and suppose that for each x E V(G), 
G has an upper semi-2-regular factor with defect set {x}. Then G has a 2-factor. 
In this paper, we prove the following generalizations of Proposition B: 
Theorem 1. Let k>~l be an integer. Let G be a graph with [V(G)I>~k + 2, and 
suppose that for each subset U of V(G) having cardinality k + 2, G has an upper 
semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. In the case where k is odd, suppose further 
that IV(G)[ is even. Then G has a k-factor. 
Theorem 2. Let k >>.2 be an even integer. Let G be a graph with IV(G)[ ~>2k + 4, and 
suppose that for each subset U of V(G) having cardinality k + 3, G has an upper 
semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. Then G has a k-factor. 
We also prove the following similar result concerning lower semi-k-regular factors: 
Theorem 3. Let k>>.l be an &teger. Let G be a graph with [V(G)[>~k +4,  and 
suppose that for each subset U of V(G) having cardinality 3, G has a lower semi- 
k-regular factor with defect set U. In the case where k is odd, suppose further that 
IV(G)[ is even. Then G has a k-factor. 
We prove several preliminary results in Section 2. We prove Theorems 1-3 in 
Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the sharpness of various conditions in Theorems 1-3. 
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2. Graphs with no k-factor 
The following criterion for the existence of a (g,.)")-factor is essential for our proof: 
Theorem C (Lovfisz [2]). Let G be a graph, and let g, f be integer-valued Junctions 
on V(G) such that g(x)<-..f(x) for all xC V(G). Then G has (g,f)-factor !f and 
on/), (f 
6(S, T; g , f ) := ~ f (x)  + ~ (degc_s(y) - g(y)) - h(S, T; g,f)>~O 
xCS yET 
Jot all disjoint subsets S and T of V(G), where h(S,T;g,f)  denotes the number of 
components C of G-  S -  T such that g(z)= f (z )  Jot all zE V(C) and efT, V(C))+ 
~:cv(c) f (z )  _-- 1 (rood 2). 
We also make use of the following lemma: 
Lemma D (Tutte [3]). Under the notation of Theorem C, suppose that g(x)= f (x )  
for all x E V(G). Then 
5(S,T;g,f)  =- ~ f (x ) (mod2)  
xEV(G) 
Jot all disjoint subsets S and T of V(G). 
Throughout he rest of this section, we let k~>l be an integer, and let G be a 
graph such that IV(G)] ~>k + 1, klV(G)[ is even, and G has no k-factor. Let g be the 
constant function on V(G) such that g(x)=k for all xE V(G). By Theorem C, there 
exist disjoint subsets S and T of V(G) such that 6(S, T; g,g)<0. Then by Lemma D, 
6(S, T; g, g)~< -2.  (2.1) 
We let S and T be disjoint subsets of V(G) satisfying (2.1). Under this assumption, 
we prove the following lemmas: 
Lemma 1. Suppose that we have chosen T so that T is maximal with S fixed 
arbitrarily. Suppose further that V (G) -  S -  T CO. Then for each zE V(G) -  S -  T, 
degc_s(Z)>>.k + 1. 
Proof. Let zE V(G)  - S - T, and set T '=  TUz. Then, we obtain 
5(S, T';g,g) = klSI + (degG_s(y) -- k) - h(S, Tt;g,g) 
I,E T ~ 
klSt + (degc,-s(Y) - k) + (degc_s(Z) - k) - h(S, T;g,g) + 1 
yET 
= 5(S, T; g, g) + degG_s(Z ) -- k + 1. 
Since we have 6(S, T'; g, g)~> 0 by the maximality of T, this together with (2.1) implies 
degG_s(Z)>~k + 1. [] 
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Lemma 2. Suppose that we have chosen S and T so that S is minimal Suppose 
further that S¢O and V(G) - S - T=0.  Then IT I ~>k + 2. 
Proof. Let x E S, and set S ~ = S - x. Then, we obtain 
b(S', T; g, g) = k[S' I + ~ (dega_ s,(y) -- k) - h(S', T; g, g) 
yET 
<~ klS ] - k + ~ (dega_s(y)  -- k) + e(x, T) 
yET 
= 6(S, T;g,g)  + e(x, T) - k. 
Since we have 6(S ~, T; g, g)>~ 0 by the minimality of  S, this together with (2.1) implies 
e(x,T)>~k + 2, and hence, IT[>~k + 2. [] 
Lemma 3. Suppose that we have chosen S and T so that S is maximal, and so 
that T is maximal under the condition that S is maximal. Suppose further that 
V(G) - S -  T¢O.  Then for  each component C of  G - S -  T, IV(C)l~>3. 
Proof. Let C be a component of G -S -  T. Let zE V(C), and set S I=SUz .  Then, 
we obtain 
6(s', T; g, a) = klS'l + E (degc-s,(Y) - k) - h(S', T; g, g) 
yET 
<~ kiS[ + k + ~ (dega_s(y)  - k) - e(z, T) - h(S, T; g, g) + 1 
yET 
= 6(S ,T ;g ,g ) -e (z ,T )+k+ 1. 
Since we have b(S I, T; g, g)~> 0 by the maximality of S, this together with (2.1) implies 
e(z ,T )<~k-  1. Hence, by Lemma 1, we obtain 
I w(C)l ~ INc_s(z) uzl - e(z, T) 
>~ dega_s(Z ) + 1 - e(z, T) 
>~3. [] 
Lemma 4. Suppose that we have chosen S and T so that S is maximal. Suppose 
further that T ~ 0 and V ( G) -S -T  = O. Then for  each vertex y E T, dega_s(y ) ~< k -1 .  
Proofi Let y E T, and set T ~ = T - y and set S ~ = S U y. Then, we obtain 
6(S',T';g,g) =kiS'[  + ~ (degG_s,(y) - k) 
yET' 
-= klS I + k + ~ (dega_s(y)  - k) - 2dega_s(y ) + k 
yET 
= 6(S, T; g, g) + 2(k - dega_s(y)).  
Since we have 6(S ~, T~; g, g) >10 by the maximality of S, this together with (2.1) implies 
dega_s (y )<~k-  1. [] 
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Lemma 5. Let U be a subset o f  V(G) - S, and suppose that either U c T, or there 
exists a component C o f  G - S - T such that U C T U V(C). Then G has no upper 
semi-k-regular factor with deject set U. 
Proof. Define f by 
S k, (x~ V(G) - u), 
I [v(a) l -  1, (xcV). 
We obtain 
6(S, T; g, f )  : kIS ] + ~ (degG_s(y) -- k) - h(S, T; g, f )  
yET 
<~ kIS ] + y~ (degG_s(y) -- k) - h(S, T; g, g) + 1 
y E T 
= ~(S ,T ;g ,g )+ 1~<-1 
by (2.1). Therefore, it follows from Theorem C that G has no upper semi-k-regular 
factor with defect set U. 
Lemma 6. Let U be a subset o f  V(G) - T, and suppose that either U C S, or there 
exists a component C o f  G - S - T such that U C S U V(C). Then G has no lower 
semi-k-regular factor with deject set U. 
Proof. Define h by 
o, (xc V(G)- U), 
h(x)= k, (xEU). 
We obtain 
6(S, T; h,g) = klSI + ~ (degG_s(y) -- k) - h(S, T ;h ,g)  
.vET 
<~ k[S[ + ~ (degG_s(y) - k) - h(S, T; g, g) + 1 
yET 
= 6(S ,T ;g ,g )+ 1~<-1 
by (2.1). Therefore, it follows from Theorem C that G has no lower semi-k-regular 
factor with defect set U. [] 
3. Proof of theorems 
3.1. Proof  o f  Theorem 1 
Let k, G be as in Theorem 1 and, by way of contradiction, suppose that G has no 
k-factor. Let g, S, T be as in the paragraph preceding the statement of Lemma 1. We 
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assume that we have chosen S and T so that S is minimal, and so that T is maximal 
under the condition that S is minimal. 
Case 1: V(G) -S  - T#O.  Let C be a component of G -S  - T, and take zE V(C). 
By Lemma 1, IV(C)U T] >~degc_s(z)+l >~k+2, and hence, there exists a subset U of  
V(C)U T such that ]U] =k+2.  But then by Lemma 5, G has no upper semi-k-regular 
factor with defect set U. 
Case 2: V(G) - S - T = (3. We first show that S # 0. Suppose that S = 0. Then 
from (2.1), we obtain 0 > 6(S, T; 9,,q)= ~-~'<v~r(degc(Y)- k), and hence, there exists 
yET  with degc(y )<k .  But this implies that for any subset W of V(G), G has no 
upper semi-k-regular factor with defect set W, a contradiction. Thus, S # 0. Hence, by 
Lemma 2, there exists a subset U of  T such that ] U I = k + 2. But then by Lemma 5, 
G has no upper semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. [] 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2 
Let k, G be as in Theorem 2. Suppose that G has no k-factor, and let 9, S, T be 
as in the paragraph preceding the statement of Lemma 1. We assume that we have 
chosen S and T so that S is minimal, and so that T is maximal under the condition 
that S is minimal. We denote by s and t the cardinality of  S and T, respectively, 
and set c = k + 2 - t. If T = 0, then since k is even, it follows from the definition 
of  h(S, T; g, g) that h(S, T; g, g) = 0, and hence, 6(S, T; g, g) = sk >~ O, which contradicts 
(2.1). Thus, T#O.  
Case 1: V(G) -  S -  T#O.  Let C be a component of  G-  S -  T. Then it follows 
from Lemmas 1 and 5 that ITUC] =k + 2, and hence, 
and 
ICl=k ÷ 2 - t=c  (3.1) 
N6(z) ~_ T for all z E V(C). (3.2) 
Since T # 0, it follows from (3.1) that 
l<<.t<<.k+ 1, (3.3) 
and hence, ct =t(k  + 2 - t)>~k + 1. Consequently, 
k 
ct - 1 >1 ~ct .  (3.4) 
Now let n denote the number of components of  G - S - T. Since C was arbitrary, 
it follows from (3.1) that 
IV(G) - S - T[ =nc, (3.5) 
and it follows from (3.2) that NG(y)~_ V(G) -  S -  T for all yET, and hence 
~'~ycr degG-s(Y) >~nct" Consequently, we obtain 0>6(S,  T; 9,9)>~ks - kt + nct - n 
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by (2.1), and hence, n <(kt -  ks ) / (c t -  1). Therefore, 
nc < 
kct - kcs 
c t -  1 
k+l  kct -kcs  
~< (by (3.4)) 
k ct 
(k + 1 )s 
=k+l  
t 
~<k+l -s .  (by (3.3)). 
Hence, by (3.3) and (3.5), we obtain 
IV(G)[=t + nc + s <2k + 2, 
which contradicts the assumption that IV(G)[ >~2k + 4. 
Case 2: V(G) -S -T=O.  By Lemma 5, t~k+2.  Since (2.1) implies 0>6(S, T;g,g) 
>>-ks- kt, we also have s<t. Hence, IV(G)[ =s  + t<2t<~2k + 4. This contradicts the 
assumption that IV(G)] ~>2k + 4. [] 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 3 
Let k, G be as in Theorem 3 and, by way of contradiction, suppose that G has no 
k-factor. Let g, S, T be as in the paragraph preceding the statement of Lemma 1. We 
assume that we have chosen S and T so that S is maximal, and so that T is maximal 
under the condition that S is maximal. 
Case 1: V(G) -  S -  T#O or IS] ~>3. If V(G) -  S -  T#O, let C be a component 
of G-  S -  T, and let U be subset of V(C) with [U I =3 (note that ]V(C)[>~3 by 
Lemma 3); if V(G) -  S -  T=0 (so 1S1~>3 by assumption of this case), let U be a 
subset of S with [U I =3. Then by Lemma 6, G has no lower semi-k-regular factor 
with defect set U. 
Case 2: V(G) -S  - T=0 and IS1<~2. We denote by s and t the cardinality of S 
and T, respectively. By the assumption of Theorem 3, degG(y)>~k for all yc  V(G), 
and hence by Lemma 4, 
k s<~dega_s(y)<,k- 1 
for all y C T. 
If 6(S, T;g ,g )=-2  and 
c~(S, T; g, g) = - 2, and hence, 
(3.6) 
ks+2 
s+t  =s+ - -  
S 
2 
=s+k+ - 
S 
~<k÷3,  
degG_s(y )=k-  s for all yET, then ks -  s t -  
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which contradicts the assumption of  Theorem 3. Thus, 3(S, T; g, g, ) < -2 ,  or there exists 
a vertex y E T such that dega_s(y ) ~>k-  s + 1. Note that 3(S, T; g, g )<-2  will imply 
3(S, T; g, 9) , .<-4 by Lemma D. 
Case 2.1: s= 1. In this case, by (3.6), dega_s (y )=k-  s for all yET,  and hence, 
3(S, T; g, g) ~< -4 .  Let y c T, and set T' = T - y and S' = S U y. Then 
3(S', T ' ;g,g) = 6(S, T;g,g)  + 2(k - degc_s(y))  
= 3(S, T; 9, g) + 2 
<~ - 2. 
This contradicts the maximality of S. 
Case 2.2: s - -2 .  In this case, in view of (3.6), (1) or (2) holds: 
(1) 3(S,T;g,g)<~-4;  or 
(2) there exists a vertex y of  T such that dega_s(y ) = k -1 .  
Assume for the moment hat ( 1 ) holds. Let y E T, and set T 1 = T-y .  Then we obtain 
6(S, T'; g,g) = 6(S, T; g,g) - dega_s(y ) + k 
3(S ,T ;g ,g ) -  (k -s )  + k 
3 (S ,T ;g ,g )+ s 
<~-2. 
Assume now that (2) holds. Let y C T be a vertex such that degG_s(y ) = k - 1, and 
set T' = T-y. Since e(T, y)  + k = 1 (mod 2), we obtain 
3(S, Tt; g, g) ~- 6(S, T; g, g) - (k - 1 - k) - 1 
= 3(s, T; 9, g) 
<~ - 2. 
Consequently, in either case, the disjoint subsets S and T ~ satisfy (2.1). But then 
by Lemma 6, G has no lower semi-k-regular factor with defect set S U y. Since 
[S U y[ = 3, this contradicts the assumption of Theorem 3. [] 
4. Examples 
In this section, we discuss the sharpness of  the conditions in Theorems 1-3. 
Proposition 1. Let k >~ 1 be an odd integer. Then there exist infinitely many 9raphs 
G such that I V(G)I is even and G has an upper semi-k-regular factor with defect 
set U for every subset U of  cardinality k + 3 of  V(G), but G has no k-factor. 
Proof. Let m~>l be an integer, and set n----k(2m+ 1)+2.  Let M be a graph on 
2m + 1 vertices. Let C be a complete graph on k + 2 vertices, and let Cl , . . . ,  Cn be 
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disjoint copies of C such that V(M) N (Ui=l V(Ci)) = 0. Set N = Ui : I  ci. Let G be 
the graph obtained from M U N by joining each vertex in V(M) to all vertices in 
V(N). Then G has the desired properties. To see this, write V(M)= {x/10~< l<~2m}. 
For each l<~i<<,n, fix zi, ui, viC V(Ci), and let ~ be a 1-factor of Ci -z i -  u i -  vi. 
Define a spanning subgraph F of G by 
E(F): (i:,~l (E(Ci)-Fi- {zil~i'zil)i})) u {Zkl÷jxllO~l~2m'l ~j~k}" 
Now let U be a subset of cardinalJty k ÷ 3 of V(G). 
Case 1: UG V(M):/:~. Let xE UNM.  Then the graph obtained by adding z,_lx 
and z,,x to F is an upper semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. 
Case 2: U r-i V(M) = 0. In this case, U intersects at least two of the C~, say C, 1 
and C,,. We may assume z,,_l,z,, E U. Then the graph obtained by adding z,_ l u , - l ,  
z,,_Lv,_j, z,u, and z,,v, to F is an upper semi-k-regular factor with defect set of U. 
Thus, G has an upper semi-k-regular factor with defect set U for every subset U 
of  cardinality k + 3 of V(G). On the other hand, applying Theorem C with S = ~ and 
T = V(M), we see that G has no k-factor. [] 
Proposition 2. Let k >~2 be an even integer. Then there exists a graph G of order 
2k + 3 such that G has an upper semi-k-regular factor with deject set U for every 
subset U of cardinality k + 3 of V(G), but G has no k-factor. 
Proof. Let M be a graph on k+l  vertices, and let L be a graph on k÷2 vertices having 
precisely (k - 2)/2 edges. Let G be the graph obtained from M UL by joining each 
vertex in V(M) to all vertices in V(N). Let U be a subset of cardinality k+3 of V(G). 
Then UA V(M)¢O.  Let xE UN V(M), and write V(M) - {x} ={x/]  1 <~l<~k} and 
V(L)= {Yi] 1 ~<i~<k+2}. Note that ~-'~+2H~ 1 -degL(Yi ) )=k 2. For each 1 <~j<<,k+2, Z..~i= 1 ~. '~-  
let a~ = ~-~j-iI(k - 1 - degL(yi)), and set 
E~ = {x/yj l aj + 1 <~ l <~aj + (k - 1 - degL(yi)) }
(subscripts of the letter x are to be read modulo k). We now define a spanning subgraph 
F of  G by 
/ ~+2 X 
E(F ) :E (L )U  ti~= I Ei) U {xyi l l <~i<~k ÷ 2}. 
Then F is an upper semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. Thus, G has an upper 
semi-k-regular factor with defect set U for every subset U of cardinality k ÷ 3 of 
V(G). On the other hand, applying Theorem C with S = V(M) and T = V(L), we see 
that G has no k-factor. [] 
Proposition 1 implies that in Theorem 2, we cannot drop the condition that k is 
even, and Proposition 2 implies that in Theorem 2, the bound 2k ÷ 4 on the order of 
G is best possible. Moreover, Propositions 1 and 2 together show that the statement 
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of Theorem 1 becomes false if we consider upper semi-k-regular factors with a defect 
set of cardinality k ÷ 3. 
Proposition 3. Let k >12 be an even integer. Then there exist infinitely many graphs 
G such that G has an upper semi-k-regular factor with deject set U for every subset 
U of cardinality k + 4 of V(G), but G has no k-factor. 
Proof. Let n ~>2 be an integer. Let C be a complete graph on k ÷ 2 vertices, and 
n CI . . . . .  Cn be disjoint copies of C, and set N = Ui=l Ci. Let G be a graph obtained 
from N by adding a new vertex y, and then joining y to vertices of N so that 
e(y,V(Ci)) is odd for every l<~i<~n, and so that e(y ,V(N) )=n +k-  2. Then 
l<<.e(y, V(Ci))<~k- 1 for all i. Write k=2m. For each i, let e(y, V(Ci))=2ai + 1, 
write No (y) A V(Ci ) = {xil ] 0 <~ 1 <~ 2ai } and V (Ci) - NG (y) = {Zi l  ] 0 ~ l <<. 2( m -- ai ) }, 
and set 
Ei = {Zi(2l- 1)Zi(2/) ] 1 <~ l <~ m - ai) U {xi(l-I)Xil ] 1 <~ 1 <~ 2ai } O {z0x0 }. 
Let U be a subset of  cardinality k + 4 of V(G). Then U intersects at least two of 
the C/, say CI and C2. For i=  1,2, we define a subset ~ of E(C/) as follows. Take 
v E U A V(Ci). First assume v ~ No(y). We may assume v =zi, z(m_ai)_ 1. in this case, let 
Fi = (E i - -  {Zi,2(m_ai)_lZi, (m_ai))  I._J {Zi, 2( m ai)Xi,2ai}" Next, assume v E NG(y). we may 
assume v=xg,2~. In this case, simply let F,. =Ei. We now define a spanning subgraph 
F of  G by 
E(F)= ( i=~ ((E(Ci) - Fi)U {xi, y ' O<~ l <~2ai} ) ) 
0 (~] ( (E (C i ) -E i )U{x i ,  
Then F is an upper semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. Thus, G has an upper 
semi-k-regular factor with defect set U for every subset U of  cardinality k + 4 of 
V(G). On the other hand, applying Theorem C with S = ~ and T = V(L), we see that 
G has no k-factor. [] 
Proposition 3 shows that if we consider upper semi-k-regular factors with a defect 
set of cardinality k + 4, then, however large we make the lower bound on the order 
of G, a result like Theorem 2 no longer holds. 
Proposition 4. Let k >~ 1. Then there exists a graph G of order k + 3 such that G 
has a lower semi-k-regular factor with deject set U for every subset U of cardinality 
3 of V(G), but G has no k-factor. 
Proof. Let M be a (k - 1)-regular graph on k + 2 vertices, and let G be the graph 
obtained from M by adding a new vertex x, and joining x to all vertices of M. 
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Let U be a subset of cardinality 3 of V(G). Then U contains at least two vertices 
of M, say Yl and Y2. Define a spanning subgraph F of G by 
E(F) =E(G)- {.~v,,xy2}. 
Then F is a lower semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. Thus, G has a lower semi- 
k-regular factor with defect set U for every subset U of cardinality 3 of V(G). On 
the other hand, applying Theorem C with S = {x} and T = V(M), we see that G has 
no k-factor. [] 
Proposition 4 implies that in Theorem 3, the bound k ÷ 4 on the order of G is best 
possible. 
Proposition 5. Let k >~2. Then there ex&t infinitely many graphs G such that 
k IV(G)I is even and G has a lower semi-k-regular factor with defect set U Jor 
ever), subset U of eardinality 4 of V(G), but G has no k-Jactor. 
Proof. 
Case 1: k>~6. Set 1---k- 1. For each integer i>~ 1, let Li be a (k -  6)-regular graph 
on l vertices, and write V(Li) = { Yt I l(i - 1 ) + 1 <<. t <~ li }. 
For each integer j>~ 1, let Cj be a complete graph on 3 vertices, and write V(Cj)= 
{z~. 13j - 2~<s~<3j }. 
For each i ~> 1, let Gi be the graph obtained from 
Li 0 C2i-I U C2i 
by joining each vertex yt ( I ( i -  1)+ 2<~t<~li- 1) to all vertices in V(C2i-1UCzi), 
joining Yti-l+, to V(C2i) U {z6i-3,z6i-4}, and joining Yli to V(C2i-1) U {z6i, z6i I }. 
Let n ~> 1 be an integer, and define a graph G by 
V(G)= U V(Gi)= {yt [1 <.t<.ln} U {Zs I1 <~s~6n} 
i--I 
E(G)= ( OIE(Gi))i LJ{yli+lZ6i-2' ytiz6i+l'yliyli+l l l <~i<~n-1} 
{-J {YlZl, ynlZ6n-2}. 
Then G has the desired properties. To see this, let U be a subset of cardinality 4 of 
V(G). Set V(L)= L-]i=l V(Li). 
Case 1.1: V(L)N U ¢O. Let Yt E V(L)NU, and write i=  It/ll. Set 
' ) 
{YlhZ6h-5, Ylh+lZ6h-2} t_J {YtZ6i 4, YtZ6i-l} 
\h=l 
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and 
) B= (2£U=I {Z3h_iZ3h}) U \h=2i_ I {Z3h_2Z3h } 
and define a spanning subgraph F of G by 
E(F) =E(G)  - A - B. 
U 
2. }) 
U {Z3h-lZ3h , h=2i+l 
Then F is a lower semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. 
Case 1.2: V(L)N U =~. In this case, U intersects at least two of the Cj, say Cj, 
and Cj2(jl <j2). Let Zs E Cj, N U, zt E Cj2 A U. We write il = [jl/27 and i2 = [j2/21. 
Set 
A = ~l {Y~(h)Z6h-~;(h), Y[~(h)Z6h-7(h)+3}, 
h=l,hT~il ,i2 
where 
(lh, lh + 1,5), (1 <~h<~i~ - 1), 
(u(h),f l(h),7(h))= ( lh -  l+  1, lh,4), (it + l <~h<~i2 - 1), 
( lh -  l, l h -  l + l,5), (i2 + l <~h<~n). 
Further, define a subset A' of  E(G) as follows: if ii # i2, let 
A t = {YliiZ6i,_7(ij), Yliz-l+lZ6i2-7(i2)}, 
where 7(il )=  1 or 5 according to whether jl = 2il - 1 or jl = 2il, and 7(i2)= 2 or 4 
according to whether ./'2 = 2i2 - 1 or jz = 2i2, if il = i2, simply let A' = (0. Also, set 
(jll~l ) ( j2U1 ) ( 2n I ) 
B= {Z3h_lZ3h } U {Z3h_2Z3h ) U {Z3h_lZ3h } 
\ h=l \ h=j,+l \ h=j..+l 
u E(z , ,  Cj, - z , )  u E(z, ,  G2 - z,).  
We now define a spanning subgraph F of G by 
E(F) = E(G) - A - A' - B. 
Then F is a lower semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. 
Thus, G has a lower semi-k-regular factor with defect set U for every subset U 
of  cardinality 4 of  V(G). On the other hand, applying Theorem C with S = 0 and 
T = V(L), we see that G has no k-factor. 
Case 2: 3~<k~<5. Set l=k+l .  For each integer i~>l, let Li be a null graph (a 
graph with no edge) having l vertices, and write V(Li)= { y t ] l ( i -  1)+ 1 <~t<~ li }. 
For each integer j~> 1, let Cj be a complete graph on 3 vertices, and write V(Cj)= 
{Zsl3j-2<<,s<~3j}. 
Let n ~> 1 be an integer, and define a graph G by 
V(G)= [n[ V(Li U C2i_ I U C2i) = {Yt [ 1 <~t<~ln} U {Zs 11 <~s<~6n}, i=1 
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,) i ) t-I z " A(m;i)} U . E(G)= (Um=o{Yli-m 6i-,.I )~ C U {VliYli+l} i=1 i=1 
U D tO {ylzl, YnlZ6n-2}, 
where D and A(m; i) are as follows: 
if k=5, 
3n 
D= I I {Y2i-lY2i} 
i=1 
{1,o,s}, 
{-1, 1,0,5}, 
{4,3,2,1}, 
{0,5,4,3}, 
and A(m; i) = {3, 2, 1,0}, 
4,3,2}, 
{4,3,2}, 
(m=O,i=n), 
(m=O, iTkn), 
(re=l), 
(m=2), 
(m=3), 
(m =4), 
(m =5, i7~ 1), 
(m=5, i= 1), 
if k=4, 
D= U {Ysi-3Ysi-1} 
i=1 
and A(m;i)= 
{1,o,s}, 
{.{4-1, ,0,5}, 
3,2}, 
{4,3,1,0}, 
{l,O,S}, 
{8,4,3,2}, 
{4,3,2}, 
(m=O,i=n), 
(m=O, iTkn), 
(m= 1), 
(m =2), 
(m=3), 
(m=4, i¢  1), 
(m=4, i= 1), 
if k=3, 
{1,5}, (m=O,i=n), 
{-1, 1,5}, (m=O, iTkn), 
{0,4,3}, (m= 1), 
D=0 and A(m;i)= {3,1,0}, (m=2), 
{8,4,2}, (m =3, i5k 1), 
{4,2}, (m=3, i= 1). 
Then G has the desired properties. To see this, let U be a subset of cardinality 4 of 
V(G). Set V(L)= I li"=l V(Li). 
Case 2.1: V(L)NU¢O. Let ytCV(L)NU, and write i=[t/l 1. Take y,z,,E 
E(yt, Czi-1 ) and YtZt2 E E(yt, C2i). Set 
(i, ) 
A = I I {YlhZ6h--5, Ylh+lZ6h 2} U{ytzt,, ytat,} 
\h=l  
U (h=i  l'Z6h s Y' h "+'Z6h 2' ) 
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and 
B:  -- {Z3h_lZ3h} UE(C2i_ 1 -zt,)UE(C2i-zt2)O {Z3h_lZ3h } , 
k h=l k h=2i+l 
and define a spanning subgraph F of G by 
E(F) =E(O)  - A - B. 
Then F is a lower semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. 
Case 2.2: V(L)N U =(~. In this case, define a spanning subgraph F of G in the 
same way as in Case 1.2. Then F is a lower semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. 
Case 3: k = 2. Let n ~> 1 be an integer. Let L be a null graph having n + 1 vertices, 
and write V(L)= {yi]l <~i<~n+ 1}. For each integer j~> 1, let C] be a complete graph 
on 3 vertices, and write V(Cj)= {zs 13 j -  2~<s~<3j}. Let G be the graph defined by 
V(G)=V(LUUCj)j:, ={yi,l<~i<~n+l}U{zsIl<.s<.an}, 
( ) E(O) :  U E(Cj) U {YiZ3s_;~u) l i -  l~<s~<i+l} 
j=l \ i=2 
U {ylZl, YlZ4} U {y,z3(,-1)-;,(,), Y Z3,-;,(m} U {y,+lz3, Y,+lZ3,-;~{n+l)}, 
where 
2, ( i -  2 mod 3), 
2 (0= 1, (i--- 1 mod3), 
0, (i =0  mod 3). 
Then G has the desired properties. To see this, let U be a subset of cardinality 4 of 
V(G). 
Case 3.1: V(L)nU #~. Let ytE V(L)NU. Set 
(th~_L]ll {Yh+lZ3h--2(h+l)}) U {ytz3t-2(t)} 
,_U+, J 
( hU2 {YhZ3h-)~(h)} ) U {yn+lZ3' Yn+lZgn-2(n+l)} ' 
n 1 \ h=t+l / 
(~=2E( Ch --Z3h-2(h)))UE(Cl--Z3) 
U E( Cn - z3,-;.(,+l)), 
(t<~n), 
( t :n+ 1), 
(t<~n), 
(t=n + 1). 
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Define a spanning subgraph F of G by 
E(F) =E(G)  - A - B. 
Then F is a lower semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. 
Case 3.2: V(L)n U = ~. In this case, U intersects at least two of the Cj, say C/ 
and C/:(1"1 <j2). Let z,. E C/~ A u, zt E C/~ A u. Set 
(> )lieu , ) 
A = {Yh+lZ3h_).(h+l )} U {YhZ3h_)~(h)} 
\h=i,+l 
and 
/ '  ) B= U E(Ch--z3h-;~(h+l)) U E(Ch-z3h-;~(h)) 
\ h=l 2h=1,+1 
O(h=j:+l ~ E(Ch--Z3h-2~h-I))) OE(zs'Cj l -zs)t 'oE(zt 'Cj2-&) '  
and define a spanning subgraph F of G by 
E(F) =E(G) - A - B. 
Then F is a lower semi-k-regular factor with defect set U. [] 
Proposition 5 shows that for k >/2 the statement of Theorem 3 becomes false if we 
consider lower semi-k-regular factors with a defect set of cardinality 4. 
In Theorem 3, the case k = 1 is rather exceptional, and the following proposition 
holds: 
Proposition 6. Let p~>l, and let G be a graph such that [V(G)I is even and 
[V(G)I ~> Lp2/4j + p. Suppose that G has a lower semi-l-regular factor with defect 
set U for every subset U of V(G) having cardinality p. Then G has a 1-factor. 
We use the 1-Factor Theorem in the proof of Proposition 6. 
Theorem E (1-Factor Theorem, Tutte [4]). A graph G has a 1-factor if and only if 
o(G - S) <~ ] S I for all S c V(G), where o(G - S) is the number of odd components 
qf G -S .  
Proof of Proposition 6. Suppose that G has no 1-factor. By Theorem E, there exist 
a subset S of V(G) such that o (G-  S )> ]S]. By letting T=0 and f (x )= 1 for all 
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xEV(G) in Lemma D, we see that o (G-  S ) -  IS l _=0(mod2) .  Thus, 
o(G-S)~ [S I+2.  
We assume that we have chosen the subset S so that S is maximal. Let Ci(1 <~i <<, 
o(G - S)) be the odd components of  G - S, set s = IS I and n = o(G - S). Then by 
the maximality of  s, 
n=s+2 
and 
v(o) -  s -  ~1 v(q)=~. 
i=1 
Let C be an odd component of  G - S having largest order, and set c = [ V(C) I. 
If  s + c ~> p, then by Lemma 6, there is no lower semi-l-regular factor with defect 
set U for any UC_SU V(C) with [U]=p.  Thus, 
s +c<~p-  1. 
Consequently, we obtain 
IV(G)[ ~<s+nc  
<~s+n(p-s -  1) 
= s+(s+2) (p -s -  1) 
p - -  2)  2 (P - -  2 )  2 
=-  s ~ + ~ + 2 p - 2  
pZ 
~<T+p-1, 
which contradicts the assumption that IV(G) I >~ [pZ/4J + p. [] 
In Proposition 6, for p ~> 2 the lower bound Lp2/4j + p on the order of G is best 
possible; that is to say, according to whether p - -0  (mod4) or not, there exists a graph 
G of order I_pZ/4J + p - 2 or Lp2/4j + p - 1 such that G has a lower semi-l-regular 
factor with defect set U for every subset U of cardinality p of  V(G), but G has no 
1-factor (note that tp2/4j + p is even or odd, according as p -=0(mod4)  or not). To 
construct such a graph, write p = 4q - r with 0 ~< r ~< 3. Let M be a graph on 2q - r 
vertices. Let C be a complete graph on 2q-  1 vertices, and let Cl,..., C2q-r+2 be 
disjoint copies of C such that V(M) N (U~q~ -r+2 v(c,.)) = O. Set N = ~,Ji=l[ [2q - r+2 C'l. Let 
G be the graph obtained from M U N by joining each vertex in V(M) to all vertices in 
V(N). Then G has the desired properties. To see this, let U be a subset of  cardinality 
p of Y(G). Then U intersects at least two of the Ci (note that p -  [V(M)] > [V(C)[), 
say C1 and C2. Let zj 6 UUCj ( j=  1,2). Let F be a 1-factor of  G - {zbz2}. Then F 
is a lower semi-1-regular factor of  G with defect set U. Thus, G has a lower semi-1- 
regular factor with defect set U for every subset U of  cardinality of  p of  V(G). Further, 
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]V(G)I = (2q-r)+(Zq-r+Z)(Zq- 1)-- [p2/4J +p-2  or lp2/4] +p-1 ,  accordingly, 
as r=0 or 1 ~<r~<3. On the other hand, applying Theorem E with S= V(M), we see 
that G has no 1-factor. 
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